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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a two-way relay network
in which two users exchange messages through a single relay
using a physical-layer network coding (PNC) based protocol.
The protocol comprises two phases of communication. In the
multiple access (MA) phase, two users transmit their modulated
signals concurrently to the relay, and in the broadcast (BC)
phase, the relay broadcasts a network-coded (denoised) signal to
both users. Nonbinary and binary network codes are considered
for uniform and nonuniform pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)
adopted in the MA phase, respectively. We examine the effect
of different choices of symbol mapping (i.e., mapping from the
denoised signal to the modulation symbols at the relay) and
bit mapping (i.e., mapping from the modulation symbols to the
source bits at the user) on the system error-rate performance.
A general optimization framework is proposed to determine
the optimal symbol/bit mappings with joint consideration of
noisy transmissions in both communication phases. Complexity-
reduction techniques are developed for solving the optimization
problems. It is shown that the optimal symbol/bit mappings
depend on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel and
the modulation scheme. A general strategy for choosing good
symbol/bit mappings is also presented based on a high-SNR
analysis, which suggests using a symbol mapping that aligns
the error patterns in both communication phases and Gray
and binary bit mappings for uniform and nonuniform PAM,
respectively.
Index Terms—Physical-layer network coding, denoise-and-
forward, two-way relaying, pulse amplitude modulation, symbol
mapping, bit mapping.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN a two-way relay network, the denoise-and-forward(DNF) protocol with physical-layer network coding (PNC)
[1]–[3] uses two time slots to complete information exchange
between two users through a single relay. The two users
transmit concurrently to the relay in the first time slot (the
multiple access (MA) phase) and the relay performs denoising
on the received interfered signal and broadcasts a denoised
signal in the second time slot (the broadcast (BC) phase) to
enable each user to decode each other’s information at its
side. Denoising is a many-to-one mapping technique that maps
the complex field operation in the wireless channel to the
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finite field operation for network coding. The DNF protocol
increases the achievable throughput at high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) [2] compared to the conventional decode-and-
forward (DF) relaying (i.e., a four-phase protocol) and DF
relaying with network coding (NC) (i.e., a three-phase protocol
[4]) due to the improved time efficiency. The DNF protocol
achieves higher throughput at low SNR [2] than the amplify-
and-forward (AF) relaying or analog network coding [5], [6]
due to the avoidance of noise amplification. The capacity-
achieving lattice coding scheme [7]–[11] is developed from an
information-theoretic perspective where users’ messages are
encoded into high-dimensional lattice codes and transmitted to
the relay. Extensions and generalizations have been developed
for systems with multiantenna nodes [12] and asynchronous
scenarios [13]–[15]. For a more extensive coverage of the two-
way relay network with PNC, see the tutorial by Nazer and
Gastpar [16] as well as Liew et al. [17].
The denoising scheme for the two-way relay network de-
pends on the modulation adopted for transmission in the MA
phase. When the two users transmit binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) signals, a simple binary denoising based on exclusive-
or (XOR) operation can be performed. The XOR-based denois-
ing can also be used for quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK),
since QPSK is a pair of orthogonal BPSK. In the case of QPSK
and higher-order modulations, however, the denoise mapper
depends on the channel gains between the users and the relay.
The optimal denoise mapping for QPSK under asymmetric
channel gains was derived by Koike-Akino et al. [18] based
on the design strategy of finding a denoise mapping such that
the minimum Euclidean distance between the received signals
at the relay associated with distinct network codes (denoised
signals) is maximized. The denoise mapper for general squared
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals was studied
by Namboodiri and Rajan [19] for Gaussian channels with
asymmetric gains. Binary coded denoising for general PSK
was investigated by Noori and Ardakani [20], where legitimate
bit mappings for PSK symbols that avoid mapping ambiguity
at the relay and thus enable binary denoising are determined
for Gaussian channels with symmetric gains. The denoise
mapper for general PSK was also studied by Muralidharan
et al. [21]. Faraji-Dana and Mitran [22] studied unconven-
tional q-PSK modulation (q = 2, 3, 4, 5) for channel-coded
two-way relaying with PNC, and investigated the error-rate
performance of different mappings from GF(q) to the q-
PSK constellation. Denoising for pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) was investigated by Yang et al.
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between higher-order PAM constellation points are modified
(i.e., nonuniform PAM) to enable the use of binary denoising
without mapping ambiguity at the relay, and the optimal bit
mapping of PAM symbols is determined numerically through
an exhaustive computer search. Network coded modulation
where NC and modulation are jointly designed was proposed
for PSK, PAM, and QAM for two-way relaying [24], [25].
In this paper, we propose an analytical formulation of
symbol and bit mapping optimization for the DNF protocol
given some predetermined nonbinary or binary denoise mapper
for uniform (conventional) or nonuniform higher-order PAM
adopted in the MA phase. We consider symmetric channel
gains and perfect synchronization between signals transmitted
by the two users. For each denoise mapper, the design freedom
in choosing the symbol mapping (i.e., mapping from the
denoised signal to the modulation symbols at the relay) and
the bit mapping (i.e., mapping from the modulation symbols
to the source bits at the user) motivates the search for the
optimal symbol and/or bit mappings that yield the optimal
system error-rate performance. The main contributions and
findings of this paper are summarized below:
• We propose a general symbol and bit mapping optimiza-
tion framework that jointly considers the noisy transmis-
sion in both MA and BC phases. Complexity-reduction
methods are suggested to ease the complexity of solving
the optimization problems.
• We observe that optimal mappings depend on the channel
SNR and the modulation. We present optimal mapping
results for uniform/nonuniform 4/8-PAM adopted in the
MA phase. A high-SNR analysis is conducted to interpret
the results and offer a good rule of thumb for the mapping
design: select a symbol mapping that aligns the most
likely error patterns in MA and BC phases, and use Gray
and binary bit mappings for uniform and nonuniform
PAM, respectively.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Sec. II presents
the system description. The proposed general optimization
framework is described in Sec. III. Performance results and
discussions are presented in Sec. IV. Conclusion is given in
Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a two-way relay network with two users
wishing to achieve information exchange and one relay. Direct
communication is assumed infeasible and thus users can only
communicate through the relay. The communication adopts the
PNC technique and takes place in two phases, i.e., multiple
access (MA) and broadcast (BC) phases, as shown in Fig. 1.
Higher-order PAM (i.e., 4-PAM or 8-PAM) is considered for
all transmissions. The two users and the relay each have
a single antenna. For simplicity, we assume unit channel
gains for all links and perfect synchronization between signals
transmitted by the two users in the MA phase.
The MA phase: In the MA phase, each user i (i = 1, 2)
transmits the modulated signal Xi = MQ(Si) simultaneously
to the relay through additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels, where MQ : ZQ 7→ AeqQ or A
neq
Q is the constellation
5HOD\
8VHU 8VHU
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Fig. 1. A wireless two-way relay network with PNC.
mapper at the users which adopts a natural-order mapping
from the source symbol Si ∈ ZQ = {0, 1, 2, . . . , Q − 1}
to the uniform or nonuniform Q-PAM alphabet (denoted by
AeqQ or A
neq
Q ). The source symbol Si is selected equiprobably
from ZQ and each distinct symbol is associated with a
unique binary sequence of length q = log2Q, denoted by
BQ(Si) = Bi1 Bi2 · · · Biq , where BQ is the bit mapper. The
received signal at the relay is given by
YR = X1 +X2 + ZR (1)
where ZR is Gaussian noise with variance σ2.
After receiving the noisy combined signal from the two
users, the relay performs maximum-likelihood (ML) detection
on YR to obtain the estimated S1 and S2, i.e.,(
Sˆ1, Sˆ2
)
= argmin
(s1,s2)∈ZQ×ZQ
∣∣∣YR − (MQ(s1) +MQ(s2))∣∣∣2 .
(2)
Note that the optimal ordered pair (Sˆ1, Sˆ2) in (2) is not
unique; specifically, (Sˆ1, Sˆ2) and (Sˆ2, Sˆ1) will produce the
same likelihood metric. Thus, joint decoding of the two users’
messages at the relay is infeasible. The relay instead adopts
a many-to-one mapping technique called denoising to enable
successful decoding at the user side. The denoise mapper (or
network code) C : Z2Q 7→ ZQ must meet the well-known
“exclusive law” to ensure unique decodability at the user side
[2], [18]:
1) C(S1, S2) 6= C(S′1, S2) for any S1 6= S′1 ∈ ZQ and
S2 ∈ ZQ;
2) C(S1, S2) 6= C(S1, S′2) for any S2 6= S′2 ∈ ZQ and
S1 ∈ ZQ.
Based on Sˆ1 and Sˆ2, the relay obtains the denoised signal
Uˆ = C(Sˆ1, Sˆ2).
The BC phase: In the BC phase, the relay broadcasts the
modulated denoised signal XR = MR,Q(Uˆ) to both users,
where MR,Q : ZQ 7→ AeqQ is the constellation mapper at the
relay. Only uniform PAM is considered at the relay, which
may or may not be the same as the modulation employed at
the users. The received signal at user i (i = 1, 2) is given by
Yi = XR + Zi (3)
where Zi is Gaussian noise with variance σ2.
For decoding the other user’s information, each user i
performs ML detection on Yi to obtain the estimated XR and
(after demodulation) Uˆ . User 2’s signal detected at user 1 is
given by
S˜2 = argmin
s∈ZQ
∣∣Y1 −MR,Q(C(S1, s))∣∣2 . (4)
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Fig. 2. General 4-PAM constellations at the users.
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Fig. 3. Superposed constellation points at the relay for (a) uniform 4-PAM
(d = 2) and (b) nonuniform 4-PAM (d = 3) adopted in the MA phase.
User 1’s signal detected at user 2 can be formulated similarly.
Due to the established properties of C, each user can uniquely
decode each other user with its own information.
In the following, we briefly describe how uniform or
nonuniform PAM adopted in the MA phase results in different
superposed constellations and consequently different denoise
mapping strategies at the relay.
Uniform 4-PAM: To facilitate our discussion on uniform
and nonuniform 4-PAM, consider without loss of generality a
specific bit mapping B4(Si) = Bi1 Bi2 so that the transmitted
signal Xi =M4(Si) for user i (i = 1, 2) can be expressed as
Xi =M2(Bi1) + d×M2(Bi2) (5)
where M2(B) = 1 if B = 1, and −1 otherwise, and 2d
(d > 1) represents the distance between constellation points
labeled by the same bit Bi1, as shown in Fig. 2. The combined
noiseless signal at the relay is given by
YR =
(
M2(B11) +M2(B21)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈{−2,0,2}
+d×
(
M2(B12) +M2(B22)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈{−2,0,2}
.
(6)
The expression in (6) suggests that the superposed constella-
tion points at the relay consist of three copies of {−2, 0, 2}
shifted by −2d, 0, and 2d, respectively. The uniform 4-PAM
adopts d = 2 in (5), resulting in the constellation points
Aeq4 = {−3,−1, 1, 3}. The superposed constellation points at
the relay are shown in Fig. 3(a). A feasible denoise mapper for
uniform Q-PAM corresponds to the modulo-Q addition over
the reals [10], i.e.,
C(S1, S2) =
[
S1 + S2
]
modQ. (7)
Nonuniform 4-PAM: The denoise mapper in (7) is a non-
binary PNC for Q > 2. It is sometimes useful to consider a
binary PNC-based denoise mapper [16], i.e.,
C(S1, S2) = S1 ⊕q S2 (8)
where ⊕q represents bit-wise XOR operation1, or equivalently,
the addition over GF(Q) or GF(2q). The denoise mapper in
1Note that the bit-wise XOR operation here is based on the “natural” binary
representation of Si (e.g., 000 for Si = 0, 010 for Si = 2, 100 for Si = 4,
etc., when Q = 8), rather than BQ(Si).
(8) however cannot be used for uniform Q-PAM due to the
ambiguity problem at certain received signal levels at the relay
[23]. In order to use the denoise mapper in (8) it has been
proposed [23] that the spacings between Q-PAM constellation
points be modified. The proposed nonuniform 4-PAM [23],
in our description, adopts d = 3 instead of d = 2 in (5),
resulting in the constellation points Aneq4 = {−4,−2, 2, 4}.
This modification separates the three copies of {−2, 0, 2}
at the relay, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since each superposed
constellation point uniquely corresponds to one of the nine
combinations of M2(B11) + M2(B21) ∈ {−2, 0, 2} and
M2(B12)+M2(B22) ∈ {−2, 0, 2} in (6), the denoise mapping
can now be done at the bit level and the denoise mapper
in (8) can be used. Note that the nonuniform arrangement
inevitably reduces the minimum constellation spacing (after
power normalization) and leads to higher average bit-error-
rate (BER) at the relay.
Uniform and nonuniform 8-PAM: For 8-PAM, the transmit-
ted signal Xi = M8(Si) for user i (i = 1, 2) can be expressed
as
Xi = M2(Bi1) + d×M2(Bi2) + d
2 ×M2(Bi3) (9)
where d = 2 for uniform 8-PAM and d = 3 for nonuniform
8-PAM. Effectively, the constellation points for uniform and
nonuniform 8-PAM are Aeq8 = {−7,−5,−3,−1, 1, 3, 5, 7}
and Aneq8 = {−13,−11,−7,−5, 5, 7, 11, 13}, respectively.
The superposed constellation at the relay has 15 levels for
uniform 8-PAM and 27 levels for nonuniform 8-PAM. The
denoise mappers in (7) and (8) are used for uniform and
nonuniform 8-PAM, respectively, with Q = 8.
III. THE PROPOSED SYMBOL AND BIT MAPPING
OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In the previous section we describe the DNF two-way
relaying mechanism without specifying MR,Q, the constel-
lation/symbol mapper at the relay, and BQ, the bit mapper
at the users. (Note that the symbol mapper at the users, MQ,
adopts a natural-order mapping and is thus determined, and the
bit mapper is not employed at the relay since the relay does
not perform decoding itself.) In this section, we examine how
different relay symbol mappings and user bit mappings might
affect the decoding symbol-error-rate (SER) and BER perfor-
mance at the users, and propose an optimization framework
for finding the optimal symbol/bit mappings. It is worthwhile
to mention that the proposed framework can be applied to
the case of QAM since QAM signals can be viewed as two
parallel PAM signals.
A. An Illustrative Example
In this example, we consider uniform 4-PAM being adopted
in both MA and BC phases. Assume that the actual transmitted
source symbol pair is (S1, S2) = (0, 1), i.e., user 1 transmits
−3 and user 2 transmits −1 after modulation in the MA phase.
The received signal at the relay is therefore YR = −4 + ZR.
Due to noise perturbation, the relay might erroneously detect
a superposed constellation point other than −4, which will
most likely be the adjacent constellation point −6 or −2 when
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TABLE I
TWO DIFFERENT RELAY SYMBOL MAPPINGS MR,4 WHEN UNIFORM 4-PAM IS USED IN THE MA PHASE
M4(S1) +M4(S2) −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6
(S1, S2) (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3)
(1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) (3, 1) (3, 2)
(1, 1) (1, 2) (2, 2)
(2, 1)
U = C(S1, S2) 0 1 2 3 0 1 2
1) MR,4(U) −3 −1 1 3 −3 −1 1
2) MR,4(U) −3 1 −1 3 −3 1 −1
  
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Fig. 4. Dominant error patterns when the transmitted source symbol pair is (S1, S2) = (0, 1), for (a) symbol mapping 1 and (b) symbol mapping 2 in Table
I. Each error pattern represents one symbol error and various numbers of bit errors (labeled next to the line) for Gray (denoted by “G”) and binary (denoted
by “B”) bit mappings at the user.
the noise is moderate. The effect of this noise-induced error
in the MA phase on the transmit signal in the BC phase
depends on the symbol mapper MR,4. Specifically, if symbol
mapping 1 in Table I is used, the relay will broadcast −3
or 1 when it should broadcast −1 if no error occurred. If
symbol mapping 2 in Table I is used, the relay will broadcast
−3 or −1 when it should broadcast 1 if no error occurred.
These dominant error patterns in the MA phase are illustrated
by solid lines in Fig. 4 for the two symbol mappings. As
can be seen, different symbol mappings affect the distribution
of error patterns. Especially, a dominant error that occurs
among adjacent superposed constellation points at the relay
will produce an effective error that may or may not occur
among adjacent constellation points at the user side.
Due to noisy BC channels, each user might erroneously
detect a constellation point other than the one transmitted
from the relay. The dominant error patterns in the BC phase
are illustrated by dashed lines in Fig. 4 for the two symbol
mappings assuming there was no error in the MA phase. As
can be seen, a dominant error will occur among adjacent
constellation points at the user side.
A decoding symbol error at the user side may be due to
errors in the MA phase or in the BC phase, or both. For
example, if the dominant error pattern −1 → −3 or −1 → 1
in Fig. 4(a) occurs, user 1 will erroneously decode user 2’s
signal as S˜2 = 0 or S˜2 = 2, respectively. If the dominant
error pattern 1→ −3, 1→ −1, or 1→ 3 in Fig. 4(b) occurs,
user 1 will erroneously decode user 2’s signal as S˜2 = 0,
S˜2 = 2, or S˜2 = 3, respectively. The number of decoding bit
errors depends on the bit mapper B4. The number of bit errors
associated with the symbol error from S2 to S˜2 is given by
the Hamming distance between the bit sequences that represent
S2 and S˜2, denoted by dH
(
B4(S2), B4(S˜2)
)
. For example, if
symbol mapping 1 is used, the number of bit errors for error
pattern −1 → −3 is given by dH
(
B4(1), B4(0)
)
, which is
equal to 1 for both Gray and binary mappings, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The number of bit errors for error pattern −1 → 1
is given by dH
(
B4(1), B4(2)
)
, which is equal to 1 for Gray
mapping and 2 for binary mapping.
As illustrated in this example, different symbol and bit map-
pings might affect the SER and BER decoding performance
at the user side. It is however not immediately clear as to the
sum effect of noisy transmissions in MA and BC phases on
the combined error patterns and on the decoding symbol/bit
errors. It is therefore of interest to quantify these effects and
investigate whether there exist optimal symbol/bit mappings
in terms of the SER/BER performance.
B. Design Criteria
1) Minimum SER: Consider user 1 decoding user 2’s mes-
sage (user 2 decoding user 1’s message can be formulated
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similarly). The average SER at user 1 can be formulated as
PS =
∑
S1∈ZQ
P (S1)
[ ∑
S2∈ZQ
P (S2)
×
∑
S˜2 6=S2∈ZQ
P
(
MR,Q
(
C(S1, S2)
)
→MR,Q
(
C(S1, S˜2)
))]
(10)
where P (S1) = P (S2) = 1/Q is the a priori probabilities, and
P
(
MR,Q
(
C(S1, S2)
)
→ MR,Q
(
C(S1, S˜2)
))
is the pairwise
error probability (PEP) of decoding user 2’s message as S˜2
given that user 2’s message is S2 and user 1’s message is S1.
Denote X = MR,Q
(
C(S1, S2)
)
and X˜ =MR,Q
(
C(S1, S˜2)
)
.
It is easy to see that all X ∈ AeqQ and X˜ ∈ A
eq
Q are
equiprobable with probability 1/Q. Using the fact that MR,Q
is a one-to-one mapping between S2 and X (and S˜2 and X˜)
given S1, and that any S1 yields the same average PEP due
to symmetry, we can reformulate (10) by changing the indices
of summation:
PS =
∑
X∈Aeq
Q
P (X)
∑
X˜ 6=X∈Aeq
Q
P (X → X˜)
=
1
Q
∑
X∈Aeq
Q
∑
X˜ 6=X∈Aeq
Q
P (X → X˜). (11)
Note that P (X → X˜) can be further expressed by
P (X → X˜) =
∑
XR∈A
eq
Q
P (X → XR)× P (XR → X˜) (12)
where P (X → XR) is the probability of deciding on XR ∈
AeqQ at the relay given that X should be broadcasted for correct
decoding at user 1, which characterizes the effect of noisy
transmission in the MA phase on the decoding. Likewise,
P (XR → X˜) characterizes the effect of noisy transmission
in the BC phase on the decoding.
To measure P (X → XR), it is useful to consider the
mapping from the superposed constellation points at the relay
MQ(S1)+MQ(S2), to the denoised signal C(S1, S2), and then
to the modulated denoised signal MR,Q
(
C(S1, S2)
)
. We let
MR,Q(U) = WU ∈ A
eq
Q . As an example, if uniform 4-PAM
is adopted in the MA phase, the mapping is given by
{−6, 2} 7→ 0 7→W0
{−4, 4} 7→ 1 7→W1
{−2, 6} 7→ 2 7→W2
{0} 7→ 3 7→W3 (13)
where {W0,W1,W2,W3} is a permutation of the elements of
Aeq4 = {−3,−1, 1, 3}. Each permutation specifies a symbol
mapping at the relay and can be characterized by a 4 × 4
permutation matrix P for which
[
W0,W1,W2,W3
]
P =
[−3,−1, 1, 3]. In general, each symbol mapping MR,Q cor-
responds to a Q × Q permutation matrix P such that[
W0,W1, . . . ,WQ−1
]
P =
[
A0, A1, . . . , AQ−1
]
, where Ai is
the (i+1)th element of AeqQ . Clearly, P (X → XR), ∀X,XR ∈
AeqQ are given by P (Wi → Wj), ∀i, j ∈ ZQ. Obtaining
P (Wi → Wj) entails the calculation of the probability of
the relay detecting a superposed constellation point that maps
to Wj given that a superposed constellation point that maps to
Wi should be received if no error occurred. For the example
in (13), P (W0 →W1) represents the probability of detecting
a superposed constellation point in the set {−4, 4} given that
a superposed constellation point in the set {−6, 2} should be
received if no error occurred. Taking into account the a priori
probabilities of receiving −6 and 2 at the relay, we have
P (W0 →W1) = P
(
M4(Sˆ1) +M4(Sˆ2) ∈ {−4, 4}
∣∣∣
M4(S1) +M4(S2) ∈ {−6, 2}
)
=
1
4
P
(
M4(Sˆ1) +M4(Sˆ2) ∈ {−4, 4}
∣∣∣
M4(S1) +M4(S2) = −6
)
+
3
4
P
(
M4(Sˆ1) +M4(Sˆ2) ∈ {−4, 4}
∣∣∣
M4(S1) +M4(S2) = 2
)
=
1
4
(
fσ1(−6,−5,−3) + fσ1(−6, 3, 5)
)
+
3
4
(
fσ1(2,−5,−3) + fσ1(2, 3, 5)
)
(14)
where
fσ1(m, a, b) ,
1√
2piσ21
∫ b
a
e
− (x−m)
2
2σ21 dx (15)
and σ21 is σ2 scaled by the average power of the constellation
used in the MA phase; in this example, σ21 = 5σ2. Following
a similar derivation we can obtain all P (Wi → Wj). Thus,
P (X → XR) for all combinations of X and XR can be
described by a Q × Q matrix U, where the (i + 1, j + 1)-
entry of U is given by P (Wi →Wj). The matrix U depends
on the uniform/nonuniform PAM used in the MA phase.
Similarly, we can describe P (XR → X˜) for all combi-
nations of XR and X˜ by a Q × Q matrix D, where the
(i+1, j+1)-entry of D is given by P (Ai → Aj). For example,
if 4-PAM is used in the BC phase, the (1, 2)-entry of D is
given by
P (−3→ −1) = fσ2(−3,−2, 0) (16)
where fσ2 is defined similarly as fσ1 in (15) with σ1 sub-
stituted by σ2, where σ22 is σ2 scaled by the average power
of the constellation used in the BC phase; in this example,
σ22 = 5σ
2
.
It is not difficult to see that P (X → X˜) for all combi-
nations of X and X˜ can be described by the matrix product(
P
T
UP
)
D according to (12). As a result, PS is given by
the sum of all off-diagonal entries of PTUPD scaled by
1/Q. Dropping the constant 1/Q, the optimal symbol mapping
MR,Q that minimizes the SER is specified by the solution to
the following problem:
min
P
1
T
(
P
T
UPD
)
1− Tr
(
P
T
UPD
) (17)
where Tr is the trace of a matrix and 1 is a Q × 1 vector in
which every element is equal to one. The first term in (17)
simply gives the sum of all entries of PTUPD. The size of
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PB =
∑
S1∈ZQ
P (S1)
[
1
Q log2Q
∑
X∈Aeq
Q
∑
X˜ 6=X∈Aeq
Q
P (X → X˜)
×dH
(
BQ(x : MR,Q(C(S1, x)) = X), BQ(x : MR,Q(C(S1, x)) = X˜)
)]
=
1
Q log2Q
∑
X∈Aeq
Q
∑
X˜ 6=X∈Aeq
Q
P (X → X˜)
×
[ ∑
S1∈ZQ
P (S1)× dH
(
BQ(x : MR,Q(C(S1, x)) = X), BQ(x : MR,Q(C(S1, x)) = X˜)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
,NB(X→X˜)
]
=
1
Q log2Q
∑
X∈Aeq
Q
∑
X˜ 6=X∈Aeq
Q
P (X → X˜)×NB(X → X˜) (19)
the search space is given by the number of possibilities of P,
which is Q!. The computation can be conducted at the relay.
2) Minimum BER: Similar to the SER formulation in (10),
the average BER at user 1 can be formulated as
PB =
∑
S1∈ZQ
P (S1)
[ ∑
S2∈ZQ
P (S2)
×
∑
S˜2 6=S2∈ZQ
P
(
MR,Q
(
C(S1, S2)
)
→MR,Q
(
C(S1, S˜2)
))
×
dH
(
BQ(S2), BQ(S˜2)
)
log2Q
]
(18)
where dH
(
BQ(S2), BQ(S˜2)
)
is the number of bit errors that
corresponds to the symbol error S2 → S˜2, and log2Q is
the number of bits that represent each source symbol Si. By
a similar technique of changing the indices of summation,
we can derive (19), shown at the top of this page. In (19),
NB(X → X˜) is the average number of bit errors when user
1 detects X˜ given that X should be received if no error
occurred. Note that NB(X → X˜) is an average over user
1’s message S1. The NB(X → X˜) for all combinations of
X and X˜ can be described by a Q×Q matrix B, where the
(i + 1, j + 1)-entry of B (i 6= j) records the average number
of bit errors when the error pattern Wi → Wj occurs. B is
a symmetric matrix with all diagonal entries equal to zero.
Each bit mapping BQ corresponds to a B. It can be seen
from (19) that PB is given by the sum of all off-diagonal
entries of
(
P
T
UPD
)
◦
(
P
T
BP
)
scaled by 1/(Q log2Q),
where ◦ denotes entrywise product. Dropping the constant
1/(Q log2Q) and using the fact that all diagonal entries of
B are equal to zero, the joint optimal symbol mapping MR,Q
and bit mapping BQ that minimizes the BER is specified by
the solution to the following problem:
min
P,B
1
T
((
P
T
UPD
)
◦
(
P
T
BP
))
1. (20)
The size of the search space is given by the number of
different joint combinations of P and B, which is (Q!)2. The
computation can be conducted at the relay with the optimal
bit mapping results delivered to the two users for employment
at the user side.
C. Calculation of B
To solve (20), we need to obtain B systematically according
to different choices of bit mapping BQ. To calculate the
average number of bit errors for error pattern Wi → Wj
(i 6= j) from user 1’s perspective, it requires first calculating
the number of bit errors due to the symbol error S2 → S˜2
for which Wi 7→ (S1, S2) and Wj 7→ (S1, S˜2) for some
S1, and then averaging the result over all S1. Consider the
example of using uniform 4-PAM in the MA phase. By
consulting the mapping from the modulated denoised signal
{W0,W1,W2,W3}, to the denoised signal C(S1, S2), and
then to the ordered source symbol pair (S1, S2), i.e.,
W0 7→ 0 7→ (0, 0), (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1)
W1 7→ 1 7→ (0, 1), (1, 0), (2, 3), (3, 2)
W2 7→ 2 7→ (0, 2), (1, 1), (2, 0), (3, 3)
W3 7→ 3 7→ (0, 3), (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0) (21)
it is clear that the average number of bit errors for W0 →W1
(or W1 →W0) is given by
1
4
[
dH
(
B4(0), B4(1)
)
+ dH
(
B4(3), B4(0)
)
+dH
(
B4(2), B4(3)
)
+ dH
(
B4(1), B4(2)
)] (22)
which is equal to 1 and 1.5 for B4 being Gray and binary
mappings, respectively. Repeating this procedure for all Wi →
Wj produces
B =


0 1 2 1
1 0 1 2
2 1 0 1
1 2 1 0

 and B =


0 1.5 1 1.5
1.5 0 1.5 1
1 1.5 0 1.5
1.5 1 1.5 0


(23)
for Gray and binary mappings, respectively. A low-complexity
method for calculating B is described in Sec. III-E.
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Fig. 5. Equivalent symbol mappings at the relay for (a) uniform 4-PAM and (b) nonuniform 4-PAM used in the MA phase.
D. Equivalent Symbol Mappings
In this and next subsections, we present complexity reduc-
tion methods for solving (17) and (20). Essentially, equivalent
mappings are identified and the search is restricted to only dis-
tinct mappings. Two symbol mappings (specified by different
P’s) are equivalent if they yield the same objective value in
(17) given U and D. The equivalent symbol mapping results
are numerically verified and conceptually explained as follows
for uniform and nonuniform constellations used in the MA
phase.
1) Uniform PAM: There are four equivalent mappings for
each symbol mapping scheme, as exemplified in Fig. 5(a)
for uniform 4-PAM. Mappings with the reverse-order relation
yield the same PTUP and thus the same objective value in
(17) due to the symmetric property of the superposed con-
stellation at the relay. Mappings with the reverse-sign relation
yield the same sum of off-diagonal entries of PTUPD and
thus the same objective value in (17) due to the symmetric
property of the constellation at the users and at the relay. Due
to the equivalent mappings, the size of the search space in
(17) is reduced from Q! to Q!/4.
2) Nonuniform PAM: There are two equivalent mappings
for each symbol mapping scheme, with the reverse-sign rela-
tion, as exemplified in Fig. 5(b). The size of the search space
in (17) is reduced from Q! to Q!/2.
E. Isomorphic and Equivalent Bit Mappings
Similarly, the size of the search space in (20) can be
reduced by restricting the search to only distinct bit mappings.
Some bit mappings are isomorphic (e.g., B4({0, 1, 2, 3}) =
{00, 01, 11, 10} and B4({0, 1, 2, 3}) = {00, 10, 11, 01} are
both Gray mapping), and some are equivalent in the sense
that they yield the same B. It is however not immediately
clear how many distinct bit mappings there are for uniform
and nonuniform constellations. We propose to first calculate a
1 × Q vector b and then obtain the entries of B by a table
look-up from b. This way, the complexity of calculating B is
reduced, and the number of distinct B’s is simply given by
the number of distinct b’s.
1) Uniform PAM: The average number of bit errors for
Wi → Wj is given by dH
(
BQ(S2), BQ(S˜2)
)
averaged over
all S1, where S˜2 − S2 = |i− j| (modQ). Thus, we can first
calculate b = [b0, b1, . . . , bQ−1] as
bi =
1
Q
Q−1∑
k=0
dH
(
BQ(k), BQ
(
(k + i)modQ
))
, i ∈ ZQ.
(24)
Then, we obtain the (i+1, j+1)-entry of B by a table look-up,
i.e.,
(B)i+1,j+1 = b|i−j|modQ, i, j ∈ ZQ. (25)
The complexity of calculating B this way is in the order of
O(2Q2), as opposed to the direct computation in Sec. III-C
being in the order of O(Q3). Besides, as can be seen, B will
be different if and only if b is different. The distinct B’s are
numerically determined before solving (20). Using uniform
4-PAM as an example, it is known that the four constella-
tion points can be represented by three unique bit mappings
up to isomorphism, i.e., B4({0, 1, 2, 3}) = {00, 01, 11, 10}
(Gray mapping), B4({0, 1, 2, 3}) = {00, 01, 10, 11} (binary
mapping), and B4({0, 1, 2, 3}) = {00, 11, 01, 10} (so-called
“third bit mapping”). These three mappings however produce
only two distinct b’s, i.e., b = [0, 1, 2, 1] for Gray mapping
and b = [0, 1.5, 1, 1.5] for both binary mapping and “third bit
mapping.” As a result, there are only two distinct bit mappings
out of 4! = 24 possibilities for our consideration, and the size
of the search space with respect to B in (20) can be reduced
from 24 to 2. It is numerically confirmed that for uniform 8-
PAM there are 46 distinct bit mappings out of 8! = 40320
possibilities.
2) Nonuniform PAM: Owing to the use of a binary PNC-
based denoise mapper, the average number of bit errors for
Wi → Wj is given by dH
(
BQ(S2), BQ(S˜2)
)
averaged over
all S1, where S2 ⊕q S˜2 = i⊕q j. Similarly, we first calculate
b = [b0, b1, . . . , bQ−1] as
bi =
1
Q
Q−1∑
k=0
dH
(
BQ(k), BQ(k ⊕q i)
)
, i ∈ ZQ (26)
and then obtain the (i+1, j+1)-entry of B by a table look-up,
i.e.,
(B)i+1,j+1 = bi⊕qj , i, j ∈ ZQ. (27)
For nonuniform 4-PAM, the three unique bit mappings up
to isomorphism produce three distinct b’s, namely, b =
[0, 1, 2, 1] for Gray mapping, b = [0, 1, 1, 2] for binary map-
ping, and b = [0, 2, 1, 1] for “third bit mapping.” Thus, there
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TABLE II
THE RELAY SYMBOL MAPPER MR,Q(U) = WU , U ∈ ZQ FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION SCHEMES USED IN THE MA PHASE
Relay symbol mapping W0 W1 W2 W3
Uniform 4-PAM 1) −3 −1 1 3
2) −3 1 −1 3
Nonuniform 4-PAM 1) −1 −3 1 3
2) −3 −1 1 3
3) −3 −1 3 1
4) −3 1 3 −1
Relay symbol mapping W0 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Uniform 8-PAM 1) −7 −5 −3 −1 1 3 5 7
2) −5 1 7 −3 3 −7 −1 5
Nonuniform 8-PAM 1) −3 −1 −5 −7 3 1 5 7
2) −3 −1 −5 −7 3 1 7 5
3) −3 −1 −7 −5 3 1 7 5
4) −7 −1 −5 −3 5 1 7 3
5) −7 −1 −3 −5 5 3 7 1
6) −7 −5 7 5 −1 −3 1 3
7) −7 −5 −3 −1 7 5 3 1
8) −7 −3 −5 −1 5 3 7 1
9) −7 −3 −1 −5 5 3 7 1
are three distinct bit mappings in this case. For nonuniform
8-PAM, it is numerically shown that there are 175 distinct bit
mappings. As can be seen, the number of distinct bit mappings
is different for uniform and nonuniform PAM used in the MA
phase.
IV. OPTIMAL MAPPING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the decoding performance results
for different symbol and/or bit mappings. The average symbol
power of PAM for all transmissions is normalized to one. The
SNR for all transmissions is defined as 1/σ2. The relay symbol
mappings shown in figures are summarized in Table II and
are accordingly referred to in the figures. We examine four
transmission scenarios separately: uniform/nonuniform 4/8-
PAM for the MA phase, each in combination with uniform
PAM of the same cardinality for the BC phase.
A. Uniform 4-PAM
The SER performance for two different symbol mappings is
shown in Fig. 6(a). Symbol mapping 2 and symbol mapping 1
are optimal based on the minimum-SER criterion for lower and
higher SNR regions, respectively. The difference between the
two mappings in the low SNR region is barely discernable and
is insignificant from a practical standpoint, with the cross-over
numerically verified at around SNR = [−5,−4] dB. Thus, for
most practical considerations symbol mapping 1 is the optimal
mapping. The SNR dependence of the optimal scheme may
be explained by examining the numerical values of U and D
at different SNRs. For example, for SNR = 10 dB U and D
are given by
U =


0.862 0.079 1.9× 10−5 0.059
0.079 0.843 0.079 1.1× 10−5
1.9× 10−5 0.079 0.862 0.059
0.079 2.2× 10−5 0.079 0.843

 ,
D =


0.921 0.079 1.1× 10−5 7.7× 10−13
0.079 0.843 0.079 1.1× 10−5
1.1× 10−5 0.079 0.843 0.079
7.7× 10−13 1.1× 10−5 0.079 0.921


and for SNR = −10 dB they are given by
U =


0.359 0.178 0.363 0.101
0.366 0.172 0.366 0.096
0.363 0.178 0.359 0.101
0.348 0.192 0.348 0.113

 ,
D =


0.556 0.108 0.096 0.240
0.444 0.113 0.108 0.336
0.336 0.108 0.113 0.444
0.240 0.096 0.108 0.556

 .
As can be seen, the SNR values affect the structures of U and
D and thus the optimal solution to (17). Specifically, when the
channel is more noisy, the ML detected symbol at the user is
most likely −3 or 3, and thus D has large values in the first
and fourth columns. When the channel is less noisy, detection
errors most likely occur among adjacent symbols, and thus D
has decreasing values away from the correct symbol. Similar
SNR dependence is observed in U.
The BER performance for the two symbol mappings in
combination with Gray and binary bit mappings is shown in
Fig. 6(b). Symbol mapping 2 combined with Gray mapping is
optimal for lower SNRs while symbol mapping 1 combined
with Gray mapping is optimal for higher SNRs, with the
cross-over at around SNR = [−6,−5] dB. Symbol mappings
combined with binary mapping (the only distinct bit mapping
besides Gray mapping) show various degrees of suffered
performance. The results are discussed as follows. As we have
seen in Fig. 4, symbol mapping 2 causes a wider distribution of
dominant error patterns than symbol mapping 1, and therefore
symbol mapping 1 combined with some judiciously selected
bit mapping may yield smaller BER. A simple rule for
judicious selection of bit mapping is provided as follows with
high-SNR considerations. With symbol mapping 1, the most
likely effective errors in the MA phase and the most likely
errors in the BC phase are “aligned” so that they occur only
among adjacent constellation points, i.e., −3 and −1, −1 and
1, and 1 and 3. A judicious bit mapping would then be such
that S2 and S˜2 in the dominant decoding errors (from user
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Fig. 6. (a) SER performance for different relay symbol mappings and (b)
BER performance for different relay symbol mappings in combination with
different user bit mappings, for uniform 4-PAM used in the MA phase and
uniform 4-PAM used in the BC phase.
1’s perspective) S2 ↔ S˜2 = 0 ↔ 1, 1 ↔ 2, 2 ↔ 3, 3 ↔ 0
differ in one bit to minimize the bit errors, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). This leads to Gray mapping. This analysis suggests
an effective symbol and bit mapping design strategy without
actually performing the optimization: first choose a symbol
mapping that aligns the dominant error patterns in MA and
BC phases, and then choose a bit mapping that makes symbols
in the dominant error patterns differ in one bit.
B. Nonuniform 4-PAM
The SER and BER performance results are shown in Fig. 8.
As seen previously, experimental results closely match the
analytical results and thus hereafter only analytical curves are
shown in figures for clarity. The optimal symbol mapping
based on the minimum-SER criterion is symbol mapping 2 for
lower SNRs and symbol mapping 1 for higher SNRs, with the
cross-over at around SNR = [3, 4] dB. Symbol mapping 3 is
suboptimal across all SNRs although the gap to the optimal is
small. Symbol mapping 4 exhibits poor performance due to the
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Fig. 7. The mapping M4(S1) + M4(S2) 7→ {W0,W1,W2,W3} 7→
C(S1, S2) 7→ (S1, S2), where the double-ended arrow indicates the domi-
nant symbol error in user 1’s decoding of user 2’s message (S2 ↔ S˜2) given
some S1, for (a) uniform 4-PAM and (b) nonuniform 4-PAM used in the MA
phase.
misalignment between symbol errors in MA and BC phases,
and is shown for comparison purposes only. Interestingly,
as observed in Fig. 8(b), the combined symbol mapping 3
and binary mapping is optimal based on the minimum-BER
criterion across all SNRs even though symbol mapping 3 itself
is not the optimal symbol mapping based on the minimum-
SER criterion. This shows that the problem in (20) cannot be
decoupled into two separate problems including the problem in
(17). Symbol mapping 1 in combination with the remaining
two distinct bit mapping besides binary mapping (i.e., Gray
mapping and “third bit mapping”) show various degrees of
degraded BER performance. Comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 6,
nonuniform 4-PAM adopted for the MA phase exhibits worse
SER and BER performance in the high SNR region due to the
reduced minimum constellation spacing.
The high-SNR analysis presented previously can be applied
here to explain the optimal bit mapping result. As shown in
Fig. 7(b), a judicious bit mapping would be such that S2 and
S˜2 in the dominant decoding errors (from user 1’s perspective)
S2 ↔ S˜2 = 0 ↔ 1, 1 ↔ 3, 2 ↔ 0, 3 ↔ 2 differ in one bit,
which leads to binary mapping.
C. Uniform 8-PAM
In Fig. 9(a), we plot the SER performance of the optimal
(symbol mapping 1) and the worst-performing (symbol
mapping 2) schemes in the higher SNR region based on
the minimum-SER criterion. Our numerical results show
that the optimal symbol mapping in the lower SNR region
varies depending on the SNR although the difference
is negligible and practically insignificant. The optimal
combined symbol and bit mapping scheme is symbol
mapping 1 with Gray mapping B8({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}) =
{000, 001, 101, 100, 110, 111, 011, 010} (and its isomorphic
variants), as shown in Fig. 9(b). Symbol mapping 1 in combi-
nation with two selected distinct bit mappings other than Gray
mapping, namely, binary mapping B8({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}) =
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Fig. 8. (a) SER performance for different relay symbol mappings and (b)
BER performance for different relay symbol mappings in combination with
different user bit mappings, for nonuniform 4-PAM used in the MA phase
and uniform 4-PAM used in the BC phase.
{000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111} and “third
bit mapping”2 B8({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}) =
{000, 011, 100, 111, 010, 001, 110, 101} (and their isomorphic
variants), show various degrees of suffered BER performance.
Similarities can be drawn with the uniform 4-PAM in terms
of the optimal symbol mapping and bit mapping.
D. Nonuniform 8-PAM
Similar to the case of nonuniform 4-PAM, the SER results
in Fig. 10(a) demonstrate that the optimal symbol mapping
switches among several mapping schemes depending on the
SNR. As SNR increases above 4 dB, the optimal symbol
mapping switches from symbol mapping 3 to 2 to 1 with
negligible differences. As SNR decreases below 4 dB, the
optimal symbol mapping switches from symbol mapping 4
2The “third bit mapping” here refers to this specific bit mapping adopted
in the case of 8-PAM and is not to be confused with the “third bit mapping”
in the case of 4-PAM.
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Fig. 9. (a) SER performance for different relay symbol mappings and (b)
BER performance for different relay symbol mappings in combination with
different user bit mappings, for uniform 8-PAM used in the MA phase and
uniform 8-PAM used in the BC phase.
to 5 with negligible differences. The more complex mapping
result is a consequence of a large number of distinct symbol
mappings in this scenario (8!/2), some of which produce
very similar error probabilities given the 27-level superposed
constellation at the relay.
The BER results are shown in Fig. 10(b) for several
optimal combined symbol and bit mappings depending on
the SNR (i.e., symbol mappings 6–9 each combined with
binary mapping for SNR = 15; 10 and 5; 0; and − 5, re-
spectively). As can be seen again, the symbol mapping in
the optimal combined symbol and bit mappings based on
the minimum-BER criterion is not necessarily the same as
the optimal symbol mapping based on the minimum-SER
criterion. However, symbol mapping 1, the optimal symbol
mapping based on the minimum-SER criterion for higher
SNRs, combined with binary mapping exhibits near-optimal
BER performance, as shown in Fig. 10(b). This suggests that
for practical interest the described high-SNR analysis offers
a useful strategy for designing symbol and bit mappings with
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Fig. 10. (a) SER performance for different relay symbol mappings and (b)
BER performance for different relay symbol mappings in combination with
different user bit mappings, for nonuniform 8-PAM used in the MA phase
and uniform 8-PAM used in the BC phase.
satisfactory performance, particularly for the case of higher-
order PAM. Symbol mapping 6 combined with Gray mapping
is also plotted to exemplify the effect of different bit mapping
on the system BER performance.
V. CONCLUSION
The symbol and bit mapping optimization problem for the
DNF communication protocol with PNC for two-way relay
networks has been studied. A general design framework was
formulated to find the optimal symbol and/or bit mappings.
Optimal mapping schemes were presented for both uniform
and nonuniform constellations. The main findings are summa-
rized as follows:
• SNR dependency: The optimal mappings depend on the
SNR of the channel. In particular, the optimal symbol
mapping varies across different SNRs for nonuniform
8-PAM due to the large number of distinct symbol
mappings.
• Modulation dependency: The optimal mappings depend
on the modulation used in the MA phase. The different
denoise mapper adopted for uniform and nonuniform
PAM affects the effective error patterns and thus the
optimal mappings. The optimal symbol mapping is one
that aligns the error patterns due to noisy transmissions in
MA and BC phases, and the optimal bit mapping is Gray
mapping and binary mapping for uniform and nonuniform
PAM, respectively.
• Number of distinct symbol and bit mappings: It is nu-
merically shown that there are Q!/4 (or Q!/2) distinct
symbol mappings for uniform (or nonuniform) Q-PAM,
and there are 2 (or 3) distinct bit mappings for uniform (or
nonuniform) 4-PAM and 46 (or 175) distinct bit mappings
for uniform (or nonuniform) 8-PAM.
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